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Data Protector’s Integration Advantage
for ITOM
Backup Modernization with Micro Focus Data Protector and the ITOM product Suite.
Data protection is more critical today than ever
with increasing cyber-attacks, the need to track
and meet strict SLAs to protect critical applications, and scale to protect data that is scattered
across different platforms—both legacy and
modern. Micro Focus continues to boost its
Data Protector Software with new capabilities
including advanced analytics, automation, and
new platform integrations that help customers
meet their backup and recovery challenges.
Data Protector is a backup solution for Enter
prise customers wanting to centrally manage
and protect their critical data in the data center, in remote offices and across platforms. It
enables a single management solution across
hybrid IT environments including tape, cloud,
hardware and virtualized storage. Data Protec
tor’s strength is in its ability to perform backup
and restore across a wide range of data and
storage types, but these tasks can be enhanced
and simplified by utilizing complimentary products within the Micro Focus IT Operations
Management (ITOM) suite of products.
These advanced solutions from Micro Focus
can help customers assess and modernize
their Data Protector environment to meet their
current data protection requirements.

The Data Protector Advantages
■ Business Value Dashboard (BVD)

Integration released with Data Protector
10.03 (March 2018); see announcement
blog.
■ BVD brings forward key backup and

recovery KPIs to provide a fast and easy
overview of backup success rates for
executives and managers on the move.
■ Business executives or admins on the

move can monitor a geographically
dispersed, distributed DP deployment
between meetings or during travel.
■ Operations Orchestration (OO) Integration

Data Protector is certified
with the major mission critical
applications and integrated with
main storage vendors for secure
enterprise backup and recovery.

Released with Data Protector 10.04
(May 2018); see the announcement blog.
■ By automating various functions

across teams, tools, technologies, and
environments, OO breaks down silos,
integrates with anything, and orchestrates
any process.
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■ We offer OO workflows to automate

routine tasks such as provisioning clients,
managing and monitoring Data Protector
services or daemon, running file system
backup and restores, getting session
details, and aborting active sessions.
■ ITOM customers who already own OO

can download the latest content pack that
includes Data Protector Workflows from
the ITOM Marketplace.
■ Data Protector integration with Hybrid

Cloud Management (HCM) enables
automation of the protection of your
deployed systems with a single mouse
click protecting your cloud workloads.
■ Data Protector can effectively backup

the ITOM product set to meet SLA and
compliance requirements.
Learn more at
www.microfocus.com/dataprotector

